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ABSTRACT

In view of the Soviet's advancement in combat heli-

copters, it is clear that a need exists for a •elf-defense

capability for U.S. helicopters. This thesis examines the

current Soviet threat, the current direction in developing

and fielding an air-to-air weapon system and the emphasis

in helicopter employment and operations in the NATO environ-

ment.

As part of the growing lethality of the battlefield,

aircraft survivability equipment is also examined to validate

their need in this environment, as well as, aszess their

impact on self-defense weapons. This survivability equip-

ment is required for helicopters to operate within the

significant air defense network portrayed, and their develop-

ment Tust be carefully monitored to compliment the aircraft

weapons systems.

This thesis recommends the integration of a family of

weapons (guns, TOW and STINGER) on the Attack and Scout Heli-

copter that would collectively and mutually counter the

Soviet threat. The air-to-air weapons in the 1980s must be

capable of more than a single role, and both guns and

missile must be developed to operate in various modes and

interface with air-to-surface weapons requirements. In view

of the critical role of the Attack Helicopter Team, a family
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of weapons which provide mutual support to one another is thc

only realistic approach to this problem. But one fact re-

mains, the lack of an effective air-to-air system must be

corrected immediately, and future syctems must evolve from

the current development programs underway. That i5, of

course, if the United States Army wishes to remain the world

leader in helicopter operations.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The exten"sive use of helicopters on the battlefield

is a direct reflection of their ability to destroy the

enemy. This was validated in Vietnam and Cambodia, where

attack helicopters became the primary weapons against armor

forces. In Southeast Asia there was no need or threat to

produce weapons to combat an enemy air threat. However, in

Europe the situation will be very different, air superiority

will be constantly changing and the air threat will be the

greatest single non-nuclear military advancement since 'World

War 11.

Since the early 1960's, the United States Armed Forces

have been making greater use of helicopters in their opera-

tions. Besides the transport and liaison roles, helicopters

equipped with various weapons systems are more and mnore I
assigned active roles in ground combat operations. The

Soviet Union has been very perceptive of this new capability

and has made great advances in their attack helicopter

programs. The result of this is the Hind-A attack heli-

copter which provides multicapabilities to the Soviet Front

Commander and, in turn, has become one of the many threats

which now faces U.S. Forces. During both defensive and e%ý

isý



offensive employment, the Hind-A, armed with antitank

missiles, rockets, and guns can provide more firepower than

current Army aviation assets.

It is anticipated that in the future, Soviet forces

will make greater use of the airmobile assault. These

assaults will make maximum use of weather, terrain and day/

night operationing conditions. To improve troop training

with helicopters, current training doctrine emphasizes that

gr'ound combat efforts be combined with increased mobility

and flexibility. Because of this, the heliborne assaults,

often used in conjunction with paratrooper operations, are

becoming important features of the Soviet doctrine in the

high-speed offense. Additionally, armed reconnaissance

missions are conducted by Soviet helicopters in the advanced

guard role. This role is vital to fix and locate concen-

.k trated forces so artillery or ground forces can be employed

effectively, often this employment may be nothing more than

avoiding heavily held areas. Bypassing an engagement allows

If ,Soviet forces to drive deep into the enemy's rear area thus

allowing the Soviet Second 3chelon Forces to isolate and

destroy bypassed enemy resistance. During the attack, air

assault operations may be conducted as flanking, rear area

or bridge-held assaults to gain the advantage by surprise.

With this additional Soviet air capability, the

U.S. Air Defense System will engage these targets based on

weapons availability and weapons capability. This is nothing

t
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more than proper management of limited r'esources to achieve

The maximum results. The real dilemma arises when consider-

ing the maneuverability, fleeting nature and low altitude

environments of the helicopter in comparison to the limited

capabilities of air defense weapons against these tactics.

A thesis by Major Robert C. Knight, addressing the

requirement for an air-to-air defense capability for attack

helicopters, states:

The most effective system to defeat the attack heli-
copter threat is a system which can operate under the
s.ame weather conditions, over the same terrain, have the
same characteristics concerning flight maneuverability,
and, most importantly, have the appropriate weapon to
engage and destroy the enemy. 1

Major Knight's analysis provides the basis for grow-

ing arguments and -debates in considering the best way to

destroy a helicopter. Aviation proponents point to the

trends in helicopter warfare throughout the world, particu-

larly with significant increases in mobility and lethality

of helicopters systems. These improvements will influence

the attack helicopters role on the battlefield and the very

presence of an equal enemy helicopter threat will place

this role in jeopardy. The use of an air-to-air weapon on

a helicopter would insure uninterrupted access to the battle

and provide a mobile air defense umbrella for helicopter

1 Robert C. Knight, "Air-to-Air Defense For Attack
Helicopters," (Thesis, Master of Military Art and Science,
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, 1976), p. 32.

4. POP'O



forces. The ability to destroy a maneuvering helicopter will

depend on the weather and terrain it is operating in and

more importantly, the altitude, speed and maneuverability it

is capable of achieving. This environment can only be

negotiated effectively by another helicopter, one which is

specifically equipped with an air-to-air weapon.

The •realization of the prospect of.an anti-helicopter

has increased interest in providing an appropriate air-to-

air system and has urged other interests in air-to-surface

weapons against anti-aircraft systems. It must be stated

that these systems provide an inherent battlefield require-

ment for self-defense, offensive employment of an air-to-air

weapon is not consistent with the current mission of Army

aviation.

The overall impact and significance of this potential

of attack helicopters in an anti-helicopter role remains to

be completely evaluated. However, the subject of the

development and exploitation of new weapons should be viewed

as suggested by Major General John H. Cushman:

When a time of fundamental change comes in the art
of war, a great prize goes to the military institution
with the perception to see that a time of great change
has come, with the wisdom to see its outlines, with
the creativity to exploit technology and human inventive-
ness to meet the new conditions, and with the leader-
ship--and good luck--to bring about constructive change.,

.Department of the .Army, U.S. Army Command and General.
Staff College, Profession of Arms, Course 9000 (FY 1974-75),
p. AS-6-1-11, Quoting MG John H. Cushman.
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At present, research and experimentation are being

conducted to immediately field a system which will meet the

requirements of an effective air-to-aar weapon. Many fac-

tors will have direct implications in terms of the final

product, and all must be carefully evaluated. One such

factor is the development of passive defensive systems such

as radar warning receivers, infra-red jarmers and missile

launch/approach detectors. Another factor which will in-

fluence the final product is current and proposed helicopter

operations and employment in support of U.S. Forces.

Critical changes are now taking place in heliborne doctrine

and will provide the basis for helicopter employment in the

1980's. However, the most significant factor to be examined

will be the perceived threat against our forces. Opinions

vary, but seem to indicate that a Soviet-United States War

is unlikely, but one fact remains, the Soviets supply vast

amounts of weapons to other countries and the likelihood of

their employment against the United States is very high.

All of these factors will bear directly on the final weapon

and will serve to justify their development.

The hardware which will be produced must be com-

patible with all systems and subsystems designed to support

the attack helicopter and not detract from its anti-armor

"mission. The term "hardware" includes the air-to-air wea-

pon system, as well as, fire control systems and armament

subsystems and the development of these systems and

S,-I



subsystems with current technology and available weapons

will provide the basis for the air-to-air weapon which will

evolve in the 1980's.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

What will be the hardware requirements for a heli-

copter air-to-air weapon system by the mid-1980ts?

Specifically, do we need a two missile concept, a missile

and gun approach, or ultimately, a one missile multi-role

capability?

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The specific purpose of this research is to make a

significant contribution to the process of research and

development for a completely new family of weapons which

will serve the needs of our future fighting forces. An

underlying aim of this effort is to provide a margin of

survivability to those who will fight in an increasingly

lethal environment.

Until recently, little emphasis has been placed on

the feasibility of helicopters engaging each other on the

battlefield. Now Army Aviation training has begun to

incorporate active and passive countermeasures against

threat aircraft, including helicopters. With this adnission

of realistic possibilities we need to consider what types

of weapon systems need to be incorporated into our

I I .. ,...-



helicopter fleet. It is to this problem that this thesis in

directed,

METHODOLOGY

;:7, The basic me'hod for evaluating the hardware require-

menits of an air-to-air 3ysteir was through research of avail-

4 able documents and current experimenta. Research was

conducted .in the facilities of the U.S. Army Command and

General Staff College Library and the Aerial Systems Branch,

U.S. Army Combined Arms Combat Development Activity. The

Defense Docunentation Center Terminal proved very useful in

identifying documents pertaining to the research requirement,

particularly background reading and information relating to

aerial weapons and aerial combat simulations.

The evaluation of current data was accomp'lished with

the guidance and expertise of the Aerial Systems Branch,

CA'DA. Without their assistance this undertaking could not

have been possible.

ORaANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THESIS

• Subsequent chapters are organized topically as follows:

Chapter II Threat

Chapter III Helicopter Operations

Chapter IV Passive Defensive Systems

Chapter V Active Defensive Systems

6r:" ------



This thesis addresses the helicopter as an integral part o.ý'

U.S. Forces, the need for protecting this asset and the

systems necessary for its survival.

Chapter II surveys the enemy threat to helicopter

operations, from both the high speed aircraft and combat

helicopter. This chapter will establish the likelihood of

helicopter aerial engagements and the need to provide a

defensive weapon.

Chapter III examines current and proposed helicopter

operations of the U.S. Army. This examination reveals that

the U.S. Army will continue to place great emphasis on

helicopter tactics and employment.

Chapter IV reviews the passive defensive systems

available to the helicopter fleet. This review will show

survivability as one aspect o47 total defensive needs.

Chapter V traces the current efforts to develop and

field an air-to-air weapon system. Weapon systems avail-

able will be •.xamined and will include missiles and gunis.

Chapter VI will discuss the finding of this author.

Several scenarios will b discrased and modifications to

"helicopter doctrine will be considered.

Chapter VII sun-marizes this study and presents the1 author's conclusions and recommendations.

IN

I:m.



CHAPTER I1

THE AIR THREAT

,SI'Ichapter will examine the air-to-air threat

which could confront U.S. Forces in the event war occurred.

The examination will address high speed aircraft, the

attack helicopter and the employment of each in Soviet

Doctrine. The effectiveness of these weapons can only be

estimated, since many factors will have direct bearing as

to their capabilities. Such factors include air superiority,

anti-aircraft weapons, weather conditions, just to name a

few. Therefore, this examination- will consider only the

air threat as it would apply to helicopter operations of

the U.S. Army.

High speed aircraft can be equipped with a variety

of weapons systems, including bombs, rockets, missiles and

automatic cannons. This fact clearly places Soviet fighter

aircraft among potential helicopter adversaries. But,

because of the various weapon systems, generally aircraft

are designed and employed along standard mission criteria.

Tnis, simply stated, insures that a fighter designed for a

certain role would not or possibly could not perform in

another role. An air-to-air interceptor designed for speeds

in excess of twice the speed of sound will not be able to

safely slow to the speeds a helicopter normally operates.

9. .. I
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Additionally, the turning radius of high speed aircraft terds

to enlarge their paths over the ground, making It very

difficult to observe an elusive target, such as a heli-

copter.

The normal airspace in which high speed aircraft

operate, varies from 1,000 feet upward in excess of 40,000

feet. In order for helicopters to survive the battlefield

it must operate between one foot to 100 feet. Therefore,

by design and operation, high speed aircraft are not em-

ployed in an anti-helicopter role. That is not to say that

fighter aircraft would not engage a helicopter or fleet of

helicopters, but it is not a suitable weapon for that

particular role. It would be like taking a hammer to a

fly, you would have tremendous overkill, if and only if you

were fortunate enough to hit it.

The single tactical high speed aircraft mission

which poses the greatest threat to helicopter operations is

the armed reconnaissance mission. "The Soviets pLace great

emphasis on air reconnaissance, primarily because of the

mobility characteristics of modern military forces which

caise rapidly changing target location and priorities.,"

"Armed reconnaissance is defined as a planned air missLon

flown with the primary purpose of searching out, attacking,

I U.S. Army Intelligence Threat Analysis Detachment,
USAITAD Report No. 14-U-76, Military Operations of the
Soviet Army., 25 May 1976, p. 230.

I"



2
and destroying targets of opportunity." Helicopters can

expect to be engaged by aircraft conducting this type of

mission.

* The Soviet MIG-21 Fishbed and SU-7 Fitter (Figure A),

are currently replacing older aircraft used in the ground

attack role. This aircraft is standard in more than 20 air

forces throughout the world. Depending on the models, both

aircraft may be used for reconnaissancet air-to-air, and

ground support missions. The MIG-21 can be armed with 240

millimeter air-to-surface missiles, 1,100 pound bombs, 57

millimeter rockets or 23 millimeter guns, all in various

combinations. (Specifications, Figure B and B-l.)

The types of attack this high speed aircraft could

use to engage a helicopter are strafing, bombing, or a

rocket attack. We may expect the Soviets to adopt tactics

similar to our own employment of such weaponry. "Cannon

fire (strafing) is a basic weapon of the fighter aircraft.

Strafing is easily performed and may be initiated from

almost any condition of flight with a minimum of preplan-

ning. The fact that the normal dive angle is 50 to 450

makes strafing a highly effective method of attack against

helicopters.",3 Bombing and rocket attacks, on the other

2 U.S. Army Aviation School, Field Manual 90-1,

nploymentq f Army Aviation Units in a High Threat Environ-
ment, 30 September 1976, p. 2-13.

Ilbid.
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The Mig-21 FISIIBED is a single-seat, clear-weather,

jet fighter/ interceptor aircraft manufactured in the
USSR, India, and the People's Republic of China. This
aircraft is in service with the Soviet Air Force and in'
most Sino-Soviet satellite nations.

Dimensions and Performance:
Wingspan 24 feet (7 meters)
Length 40 feet (12 meters)
Maximtm speed 1,400 mph (Mach 2)

(1,215 knots)
Maximum range 700 nautical miles

Service ceiling 60,000 feet

~iL ~ Recognition Features:
a. Slightly downward slanting, nmidmounted delta

wings with small, square tips. Early versions have
three wing fences on each wing.

b. Engine (one turbojet drngine) located inside body
with air intake in leading edge of nose section and ex-
haust in trailing edge of rear section.

c. Long, tubular body with blunt nose and rear 8ec-
tion and bubble cockpit set well back on nose section.

d. Sharply backawept, tapered tail fin and fiats with
square tips; small belly fin below tail.

User nations: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Finland, German
Democratic Republic, Hungary,,India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, North Viet-.
nam, People's Republic of China, Poland, Rumania, Sudan, Syria, USSR, Yugoslavia.

FIGUR~E B, The MIG-21 fISHBED
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,,,.• ,'•.'.•. .The'Su 7" FITTERis.a single-.-eat,' jet, ground,.attack
. .ighter. o ..... maufctre in th SRfo evcewth

Soie AA oc esoso hsarrf aebe

exoThed to cITERtisasingEste-roeat, aegond MiddlaEak

nations.

Dimensions nnd Performance:
Wingspan 30 feet (9 meters)
Length 50 feet (16 meters)
Maximum speed 1,065+ mph (917 knots)

- ~Maximum rang. '780 nautical miles
Service ceiling d9,700+ feet

Recognition Features:

S - .w-mounted, semidelta, backswept wings with
tapered edges and curved wingtips and wide roots.

b. Engine (one turbojet engine) located inside the
.. .bo round air intake in forward end of nose sec-

tion and round exhaust in trailing end of rear section.
c. Long, tubular body with blunt nose and rear sec-

tion. Bubble cockpit located atop the nose section for-
ward of the wing roots.

d. Tapered, backawept tail flats and fin with curved
tips.

User nations: Afghanistan, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, German Democratic Republic, India, Iraq, North,A
Korea, Poland, Syria, USSR.

Figure B-1, Su-7 FITTER
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:T- hand, require steeper attack angles and higher altitudes to

initiate the attack. While bombing and rocket attacks

against helicopters are not likely, they should not be com-

pletely ruled out.

The overall probability of any attack by high speed

aircraft is relatively low, but if helicopters are employed

in large formations the potential increases significantly.

In addition, Soviet fighter aircraft must maneuver to

initiate this type of attack. It is true that strafing can

be done at low angles of attack but this still requires a

deviation from the original flight path and a realignment

of the aircraft on the target. If this restriction can be

overcome with the development of a look-down/shoot-down

capability then the probabilities will certainly increase

drastically.

U.S. fighter aircraft have this look-down/shoot down

capability. It allows greater flexibility when attacking

targets, increases the element of surprise and decreases

the chances for a counterattack on the fighter. In all,

a very effective departure from gunnery techniques of the

past and a potentially hazardous situation for heliborne

operations in the future.

Air-to-air helicopter -weapon systems designed for

the mid-1980's must have the capability to deal with the

high performance aircraft threat. The altitudes, ranges

A.. "
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and speeds at which these aircraft operate make a simple

cannon system ineffective as a defensive tool, With this

in mind, careful consideration must be given to the proper

selection of weapons, whether they are mutually supporting

one another or designed for multirole employment against a

broad envelope of aircraft.

Now a look at the potential helicopter threat.

The presence of armed enemy helicopters on the
battlefield presents a unique and perhaps a far more
serious threat than the fighter. This is because
weather often precludes the use of high performance
fighters; but if the weather permits us to employ our
helicopters, the enemy can employ his. Moreover, they
operate in our envelope and have range effective wea-
pons similar to our own.

In the USSR the development of an attack helicopter

came considerably later than most western armed forces.

Soviet helicopters of various types and with a variety of

weapons only began to appear in 1967. Since that period

the Soviets have examined and improvised many helicopter/

weapons systems, but it was not until 1973 that an aircraft

designed specifically as a combat helicopter appeared. The

appearance of the MI-24 (HIND) (Figure C) sombat helicopter

signaled to the west, that although the USSR started their

development late, their product may be greatly superior to

ours. (Specifications: Figure D.)

4li
Ibid., p. 2-16.

4 -- • --'
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-4 Three view drawing
showing the comnbat hel-

- ~copter design of the tHindA.
This is above all achieved by

Ithe relatively s;merid fuss-~------ age and the two later&l stub

ig.which serve as

' ~ carriors for thte s~j external

The Mi-24 HIND A is an antitank -helicopter (gun-
ship) manufactured in the USSR. There are two ver-
sions of the Mi-24; HIND A aind HIND B. Both
versions have short weapons carrying wings mounted
about rridfuselage.

Dimensions and Performance:
Rotor span 71 feet (22 meters)
Wingspan 23 feet (71 meters) (approx)
TAflgth 85 feet (20 meters)
Maximum speed 160 mph (140 knots)
Maximum range 260 nautical miles (estimated)
Service ceiling Unavailable

Recognition Features:

a. Large five-blade rotor mounted on top of body
midsectio'n.

b. Engine pods (two turboshaft eng-Ines) xnoun'ed
at top of body midsection with large air intakes above
cockpit and exhaust ports centered above each side of
body midsection.

c. Large glassed in cockpit and tapered rear section.
HIND A has wings with- a pronounced negative dihe-
dral and three wcapons stations, retractable launching
gear.

d.Swept backward taperedl'ail flat. Tapered, back-
swept tail fin has small rotor mounted on conical ex-
tension on right side.

Uiser nation: USSR.

Figure D, 11-ý24 HIND
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The following extract from the Handbook on Soviet

Ground Forces reflects the fire support requirements placed

on helicopter weapons4

a. The Soviets are increasing the firepower of
helicopters, with the aforementioned Hind-A being the
most significant development. In addition to cannon
and machineguns. Soviet helicopters are being armed
with guided and unguided missiles.

b. Soviet publications have noted the effectiveness
of heavily armed helicopters becuase of their ability
to operate at low altitudes, and to remain in zones of
AA (anti-aircraft) fire for short periods of time needed
to guide an anti-tank missile.

c. The Soviets also stress the need for defensive
measures against Western helicopters in combat situa-
tions, noting the need to be alert and react rapidly
when defending against attacking helicopters.

The Soviet HIND combat helicopter is designed to

accomplish all of the previous tasks, plus carry combat

troops. It is armed with a heavy, 12.7 mm machinegun which

provides self-protection, radio-command guided anti-tank

missiles and wire-guided anti-tank missiles for offensive

employment. In addition, the HIND can carry 57 mm unguided

hollow charge rockets, air-to-surface missiles (160, 210,

and 240 mm), gun pods with 23 mm twin cannons and finally

bombs up to 250 Kg.

The MI-24 HIND is designed for a crew of three. The

* .side-by-side seating arrangement of the pilots accounts for

the width on the aircraft. The gunner, who has the wea-

pons sighting systems, is located in the nose section in

.U.S. Army Field Manual 30-40, Handbook on Soviet
Ground Forces, )0 June 1975, pp. 6-95.
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front and below the pilot and copilot. He controls the air-

Beyond the crew of three, the aircraf t can accommodate up

/ to 16 lightly armned troops or an infantry ant~i-tanýk squad

consisting of eight soldiers and a group conmmander with anti-

tank weapons.,

The HIND is carefully built for survivability, it has

armor protection on the foremost frame to protect against

frontal hits. The fuel cells also have some armor protec-

tion, particularly the main cell in the rear compartment.

In addition to this, the front canopy is made of bullet-

proof perspex and the aircraft is equipped with a fire

warning system with a very effective fire extinguishing

system. The MI-24 HIND is one of the most versatile combat

helicopters in the world, and probably the most capable of

survival on a European battlefield.

The unique employment of this combat helicopter is a

complete departure from the normal Soviet helicopter

tactics used in the past. Previously, the helicopter was

looked upon by the Soviets as a support vehicle, capable

of only lifting troops and supplies. Rarely was it thought

of as a combat vehicle, mainly because of its slow speeds,

limited weapon systems and overall extreme vulnerabilities.

The HIND was designed to correct these deficiencies and as

a result operational concepts were carefully thought out.

With this aircraft the Soviets are capable of inserting

-... - - .. ? T -•
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"* elite forces or anti-tank elements into the rear areas of

any opposing force. And the significant advantage of this

aircraft is its capability to carry the troops and :aeutralize

opposing force positions with a wide variety of onboard wea-

pons, a very effective combined arms teaa. This ic.rm of

operation would insure the seizure of vital areas in advance

of their rapid ground thrusts. Another innovative approach

is the use of combat helicopters to insert or withdraw small

reconnaissance and sabotage patrols. This is a critical

operation to disrupt and disorganize the enemy in support

of major offensive operations.

Similar tactics, with separate helicopters for
¶ personnel transport and weapons missions, have already

been s'.•ccessfully tested in the United Kingdom and in

France. Such tests seem to confirm Soviet tactics in
this field.6

Heliborne assaults are also frequently used to seize

key objectivos as much as 50 kilometers ahead of a main

attack effort. The Soviet front would have sufficient

helicopters for a one-time lift of a motorized-rifle

battalion, less personnel carriers. Such lifts would be

augmented by combat helicopters to insure the assault force

has adequate protection. This type of operation can also

be used quite effectively to fix and prevent movement of

enfny reserve forces. Because of shock and surprise,

6,oviet helicopter assaults arc currently used in conjunction

with parachute operations against enemy nuclear delivery

Alexander Malzeyev, "The Soviet MI-24 (HIND) Combat
Helicopter," International Defense Review, June 1975, p. 121.
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units, logistic support units, comnunications centers and 3

Dnemy rear area installations. The MI-24 HIND -will be util- 'I

ized to its maximum capability to support all of these

operations and provides the Soviet forces a very effective

close air support weapon.

In summary, the possibility of aerial engagements

between attack helicopters is very high, particularly in

view of the increased utilization of the HIND in many

different roles and operations, and as we will see, the

Western armies extensive use of helicopters on the battle-

field. To counter these weapons, careful consideration

must be given to their design, survivability and employment.

All of which will place various limitations on the selec-

tion of an effective air-to-air system.

To understand U.S. Helicopter requirements in

tactical operations we need first to comprehend current

employment techniques for the European battlefield, and

second, to look ahead to future methods of employment.

This is the subject of our next chapter.

I
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CHAPTER III

1HELICOPTER OPERATIONS

This chapter examines the current U.S. Army Heli-

copter Employmaent Doctrine and its significant relation to

the overall vulnorabilities and limitations of rotary wing

aircraft. This constitutes the basis for developing the

weapons systems that counter those threats existing undegr

employment techniques and current operational doctrine.

"Second, future employment doctrine must consider those areas

that will occur as an outgrowth of new helicopters and anti-

helicopters weapons systems produced and integrated into

U.S. and Soviet military arsenals. Understanding the new

roles and proposed employment techniques of such systems

is vital to determining vulnerabilities, limitations and

weapon configurations of the future. In considering what

weapon systems will be needed in the mid-1980's to counter

the air threat against helicopters, it is extremely im-

portant to first determine the degree of emphasis placed

on their use on the battlefield. This chapter describes

the U.S. Army's anticipated use of helicopters in tactical

operations.

Recently, ten attack helicopter units were deployed

or reorganized with the AH-IQ/S Cobra (Figure B) attack

23
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The AH-1 Cobra is a heavily-armed attack helicopter
manufactured in the United States. Fitted with ar-
mored protection for its two-man crew, it is designed
for low-altitude, high-speed search and target acqui-
sition, reconnaissance by fire, multiple-weapon fire
support, and troop-helicopter escort. The US Army and
Spain use the single-engined AH-1G. The US Marines
use the twin-engined AH-IJ of which an even higher-
powered version is used by Iran.

Dimensions and Performance:
Rotor span 44 feet (13 meters)
Wingspan 10 feet (3 meters)
Length 54 feet (17 meters)
Maximum speed 219 mph (190 knots)
Maximum range 310 nautical miles
Service ceiling 11,400 feet

Recognition Fentures:
a. Short, stubby, midmounted wings with square

tips. Large dual-blade rotor mounted above hump on
top of body midsection.

b. Engine (one or two turboshaft engines), mounted
on top of body midsection, forms a hump-like appear-
ance with exhaust or port(s) above rear body section.

c. Thin, oval body with pointed nose, stepped-up
cockpit, and tapered rear section forming tubular tail
boom.

d. Backward-tapered,' blunt-tinped tail fiats mid-
mounted on boom well forward of backswept, slightly
backward-tapered tail fin. Small rotor mounted on left

side of tail fin.

User nations: Iran, Spain, USA.

Figure E. AH-I Cobra



helicopter and assigned to the U.S. Seventh Army in Lurope.

"The present force of 230 AH-i will be the Army's
airborne anti-armor force in Europe until 1983, when
the first of two new attack helicopter battalions will
arrive to boost the total force to 370 anti-armor
helicopters. Some of these may be AH-64 Advanced Armed
Helicopters, although present planning is based on
additional AH-IS.

The AH-IS are being counted on to provide a force
to first slow and hinder the initial surge of any
massive Warsaw Pact armored thrust and a heavily armed
tank-killing capacity that can be quickly massed at
pivotal points on any future battlefield.

Experience in recent North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation maneuvers indicates that with proper employment
and low-level flying to provide concealment from visual
observation, the AH-i can strike from a standoff range
of nearly 5 km (3.1 mi.) and achieve tank kill ratios
greater than 15:1.

This would make the Army's present Pobra force in
Europe the equal of nearly 3,500 tanks.

All four U.S. divisions in Germany now have an air

combat battalion. Each battalion has two attack helicopter

companies, equipped with 21 Cobra's and 12 OH-58 Scout Air-

craft. (organization: Figure F.)

The primary mission of the OH-58 in the Aero Scout

Platoon is to see the battlefield, acquire targets and co-

ordinate movement of the attack helicopters. The Aero

Scouts coordinate the entire mission with the ground com-

mander and the attack platoon leader. This will maximize

the assets available and avoids duplication of targets with

iDavid A. Brown, "Cobra Bolsters U.S. Stance in
Europe," Aviation Week and Space Technol Vol. 107,
No. 20 (:l4 Noveer 1977 ), p. 4 0.
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4, other critical anti-tank weapons. The Aero Scouts will

select-the best Cobra attack positions that provide the most

efficient concealment and standoff range to the target. And

finally, the OH-.58 provides local security to the attack

helicopter while they engage the target. This security

mission consists only of early warning, adjusting of artil-

lery fire and directing tactical air missions. The Scout

normally is equipped with one side mounted machinegun, which

provides very little area fire capability and no flexibility

for air-to-air engagements.

Of course the real combat power of an attack heli-

* copter unit is in its attack helicopter platoons. These

attack helicopter platoons are habitually employed against

armor and mechanized targets. But other hard targets such

as bunkers, storage facilities and fixed installations may

be engaged effectively, if the situation arises. The attack

teams are very careful not to remain in one attack position

during the entire mission. Their advantage of mobility

and nap-of-earth flying techniques allows them to shift the

direction of attack and engage the enemy's flanks from

.multiple positions. Both employment techniques provide

a margin of survivability, not only for the aircraft and

crew, but also for their anti-armor combat power.

The survivability of these attack teams depends on

their ability to visually recognize a threat, either air

...

? . . . . . .



or ground, and either take evasive actions• or if committed

attempt to use the weapons they have available. Defensive

weapons available must realistically be defined as those

weapons organic to the team, This is because of the

response time to defend the team is very low and will not

allow the team to call for assistance in most cases. The

weapons available to the AH-IS is the 7.62 millimeter high

rate automatic gun, the 40 millimeter grenade launcher,

the 20 millimeter gun or 2.75 rocket launchers all of which

wAll limit the anti-armor armament. In most cases, the

tailoring of weapons on the Cobra will be specifically anti-

armor capable, and this leaves very little options for the

other weapons. These other weapons can provide some area

protection, that is air-to-surface, if they are available

at the time, of engagement. As for an air-to-air engagement,

defensive evasive maneuvers are probably the best solution

at present. The proposed doctrine concerning air-to-air

engagements is outlined in training circular 1-7 (Draft),

Helicopter Aerial Defensive Tactics.

Marginal weather conditions will reduce or even
eliminate the threat of high performance fighter air-
craft. However, that does not mean you are 'Home
Free'. Many countries of the world realize--as we do--
the advantages of armed helicopters in various combat *

roles, and are developing these aircraft in large num-
bers. It is logical to assume that if weather condi-
tions allow us to operate our rotary-winj aircraft, the
enemy is likely to be operating his.

If your unarmed helicopter is acquired by an armed
helicopter, the principles for evading fighter aircraft

•. helicopte
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aircraft do not necessarily apply. This is because he
is operating in your speed and maneuverability envelope.
Additionally, the off-axis weapons systems mounted on
most armed helicopters do not allow you to compl~cate
his gunnery problems to any appreciable degree by
maneuvers. Unlike the fighter, if the enemy helicopter
can see you, he can hit you. This is espacially true
of the sophisticated, heavily armed, MI-24 HIND. The
surest means of survival against enemy armed helicopters
is to see him first. If you are able to do this, you
may be able to hide and avoid detection; then report his
activity to someone capable of taking action against
him.

If you are acquired by an armed enemy helicopter,
evasive action must be initiated at once. You are
clearly in jeopardy at this point because the flexi-
bility of his weapons and the similarity of flight
envelope permit him to attack instantly if you are in
range. First, find cover and concealment behind trees
or terrain. If the ceiling is extremely low, you may
seek the protection of the clouds. Tnis may be too
risky, however, if radar-directed air defense weapons
are a significant threat in your area. Attempt to fly
to the vicinity of friendly air defense and seek
assistance.

If you are flying an attack helicopter and come up
against the MI-24 attack helicopter, your best defense
is to mask immediately. If you are certain he has
acquired you, it's a good idea to fire a pair of rockets
and/or a burst of minigun fire while masking. Your
chances of a hit are perhaps negligible, and the chances
of a kill even less; but he may just believe you have
fiied air-to-air missiles at him. If so, he may be
more concerned about getting away than attacking.
Remember, unless you are armed with air-to-air capabil-
ity, he has you out gunned.

Basically, then, if you encounter enemy armed heli-
copters, attempt the following:

-Seek immediate concealment
-Get out of range of his weapons
-Get help from friendly air and ground elements.

2 U.S. Army Aviation Center, Training Circular 1-7,

Helicopter Aerial Defensive Tactics, July 1977 (Draft)
pp. -0
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From this we see there exists a greater need for

detective equipment and defensive weapons, active and

passive, to insure these attack teams can accomplish their

mission and the mission of their company.

The attack helicopter company has the mission to

destroy or disrupt enemy armor and Mechanized forces by

aerial firepower. This mission is very effective on

battlefields characterized by large moving enemy forces

because of the helicopter's mobility advantage over armored

vehicles. A European battlefield is visualized as contain-

ing massed Soviet forces and, although these forces will be

large, exposed or assailable flanks will exist, allowing

attack helicopters units access to those flanks to cause

destruction, disruptions, and confusion. These attack heli-

copter units are at present organic to air cavalry combat

brigades, aviation groups, air assault division and now to

nearly all U.S. divisions.

The attack helicopter unit, as described in FM 90-1,

Employment of Army Aviation Units in a High Threat Environ-

ment, is oriented on the attack, combined with relentless

pressure on enemy forces. This relation to the attack is

"very useful in the Movement to Contact of friendly forces,

where they are employed as part of the advance forces to

gain contact and develop the desired situations necessary

for the success of the ground forces. This is achieved by

the mobility of the attack helicopter, capable of providing

L _ >
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f7 th'o maincuvo, foorco comma.nder with the maximum of oarly

Sarning to an enemy concentration or tactical operation.

In addition to Movement to Contact, attack helicopter

units are effective in the Deliberate Attack and Recon-

"naissance in Force, both of which concentrate on destruction

of the enemy to -reach significant objectives. Once the

previous operations are successful, attack helicopters are

ideally suited for Exploitation and Pursuit of relinguishing

enemy forces. In the Exploitation, friendly forces will

advance on multiple routes, including aerial routes. More

importantly, movement must be rapid to secure deep objec-

tives and pressure must be continued without breaking con-

tact. Such a role is an extremely effective mission for the

attack helicopter. On the other hand, attack helicopters

e..ployed during pursuit operation may inflict maximum destruc-

. tion on the retreating enemy and will permit freedom of

action to friendly forces. Obviously, the use of anti-armor

attack helicopters in standard maneuvers have provided a

high degree of versatility to the ground commander and has

placed them aquall/ as high on the Soviet commander's threat

list.

The incorporation of attack helicopters with the

"s-andard manetuvor linit is just one area it can excel.

Another is with the air cavalry broop (Organization:

Figure G). The air cavalry troop is organized to perform

reconnaissance, security and economy of force missions.
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AIR
CAVAI1RY TRP

TROOP HQS FLIGHT OPERTION SERVICE PLATOON

1 - U13-1 H 1- UH.-1H

AEROSCOQT PLT AERORIFIE PLT AERO',rA1,PON'S PLT

5- AiH-1O/R
10- 0OH-58 4- AF-1Q/S

RIFIE SQUkDS

Figure G. Type Air Cavalry Troop (US Army)
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V.-: First, the reconnaissance mission orients its opera-

tion on intelligence gathering and intelligence objectives.

The collection of information is the primary task and must

-j. not be jeopardized by unnecessary combat actior.. Under

this circumstance, the attack helicopter's provides escort

and coverage for the intelligence element and are prepared

to support and disengage this element to preserve the

mission and the unit's integrity.

The security mission differs in that it provides a

projected force adequate and timely warning of enemy approach.

The fire support -for the remainder of the troop, i.e., the

aeroscouts and aerorifle platoons, is provided by the

attack helicopters in the aeroweapons platoon. This platoon

may be used to harass, suppress, and disrupt enemy forces

or to deceive them as to the location of the security force.

And finally, the eoonomy o- force role 4.s a skillful and

prudent use of combat power to -accomplish the mission with

a minimurm resource expenditure. In simple terms, the air

cavalry can be utilized in a particular area to allow the

commander to maneuver the maximum number of his other

forces to another area to engage in decisive combat. The

employment of the air cavalry troop, as suggested in

FM 17-47, Air Cavalry Combat Bri_,ade and FM 90-1, .

ment of Army Aviation Units in a High Threat Environment,

provides the ground commander with an increased capability

to engage in combat operations over a wide area or front.
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The final role in attack helicopter employment is in

support of air assault or airmobile operations.

The mobility and tactical flexibility inherent in the
air assault division are capable of being exploited and
employed with decis:.ve effect against convo.itional or
unconventional enemy forces in either a low or mid-
intensity env..ronment, The air assault division has been
characterized as 'the army's 'All Purpose' division. This
is suggestive of the broad spectrum of tactical purposes
and environnent5 for which the division is capable of
being employed.

The aviatiLon units (Organization: Figure H) of the

air assault division include an aviation group with two

assault helicopter battalions, one assault support heli-

copter battalion, and an attack helicopter battalion. The

attack helicopter battalion consists of 63 AH-IS (Cobra)

attack helicopters that are capable of mounting up to 8 anti-

tank missiles each. The final aviation element consists of

an air cavalry squadron coiisisting of three air cavalry

troops and one ground troop. This squadron (organization:

Figure 1) consists of 27 AH-l (Cobra) in various weapon

configurations for a variety of missions to support the air

assault operations.

Air assault operations are described in PT 3-3,

Fundamentals of the Air Assault Division, are those in which

"combat forces are maneuvered on the battlefield by Army

aircraft under the ground commander's control. They are

3 U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Program
Text 3-3, Ehtndamentals of.the Air Assault Division, August

*.1977, p. 2.
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used to gain curpri.o, flexibility, mnanouver, timing and

speed and are conducted over extended distances with little

regard for terrain obstacles. The assault helicopter unit

provides the tactical mobility for combat troops, weapons,

equipment and supplies, but to accomplish the assault

mission, the attack helicopters must be capable of providing

direct anti-armor aerial fires and area suppressive fires,

in addition to providing an escort for the actual movement.

The vulnerabilities then become quite clear, particularly

when considering that no air-to-air weapons are currentlyK.

equipped on any U.S. helicopter. At best, the attack

helicopters can only provide suppression of ground weapons

during air assault operations and are subject to the limita-

tions in the ability of Air Force and Air Defense elements

to achieve local air superiority along flight routes and

in the objective area.

Regardless of the air-to-air void, the attack heli-

copter is a highly valued weapon system in current employ-

ment doctrines, and it is particularly likely that this

high regard will continue. At present new manuals are

being written to expand the use of helicopters on the

battlefield, and proposed employment tactics may include

supporting roles in raid operations. The concept of a
raid, as outlined ir FM 90-1, is one of small scale attacks

into hostile territories, usually across the FEBA and

normally ending with a planned withdrawal or disengagement

_A



upon completion of the mission. The specific missions in-

volved could include the capture of prisoners, installa-

tions or significant enemy equipment or material. Other

missions could seek to acquire specific information, such as

critical unit dispositions, strengths, capabilities or

methods of employment, all of which are vital in a nuclear

environment. Raids can also be organized to destroy a

variety of enemy assets and are particularly useful as a

deceptive measure to mislead the enemy as to the purpose

and location of friendly activities.

Other projected missions include the use of heli-

copters in mine-laying operations. With the development of

aerial delivered mines (M-56), this concept has opened a

vast number of alternatives on the battlefield. The M-56

a a member of the family of scatterable mine system (FASCAM).

The FASCAM is a means to rapidly deliver anti-armor
and anti-personnel mines. The system includes mine
delivery by helicopter, artillery, high-performance air-
craft, •ockets, ground dispenser, and maneuver unit
assets.

Mines not only could be placed as barriers to advanc-

... g e..; forces, but it is conceivable that they might be

aerial delivervd behind retreating or withdrawing enemy

forces. The delivery of mines by helicopters would allow

commanr. ._ to revise tactical barrier plans and decisions,

'4U
.U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Reference

Book 30-2, Selected US and Soviet Weapons Key Eouinment. and
Soviet Organization, July 1977,P 65.
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then achieve maximum benefit by their rapid aerial emplace-

ment. 77

Another consideration for the employment of attack

helicopters may be in the suppression of anti-aircraft

acquisition radars. Missiles currently under development

and launched by aircraft, will be capable of tracking signals

emitted by radars and of destroying their antennas. This

will allow helicopters a little more freedom of movement,

because these radars are capable of tracking aircraft even

behind terrain masses. The visual acquisition of aircraft

is difficult particularly if the aircraft are conducting

nap-of-earth techniques. And, although, recent tests have

proven that helicopters operating in the nap-of-earth en-

vironment can operate below anti-aircraft radars and

maneuver effectively to accomplish their mission, destroy-

ing the radars capability will assist Air Eorce aircraft in

their close air support of maneuver elements. This

suppression mission would provide a void in the enemy's

air defense system, particularly in their coordinated

efforts.

The coordination of the fire direction radars of
several batteries is undertaken by the bat~alion com-
mander. This is done to provide the best low altitude
coverage. Each radar is given a specific qector.
Whenever one radar detects a target, it goes into a
tracking mode and sends target coordinates to the guns
in other batteries.

*!
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Considerable importance is placed on anticipating
the avenues of approach that helicopters can use to'

attack critical assets. 5

With the radars ineffective, the enemy air defense

system will have difficulty in anticipating helicopter

movement having lost the benefits of follow:.ng the aircraft

across the terrain, prediction capabilities will also cer-

tainly be hampered. The visua.l observation of helicopters

is continually being tested anid evaluated in all exercises.

NATO exercises by the 101st Air Assault Division on

Reforger 1976 also provided considerable evidence to sup-

port the across-FENA operations with the use of raids, as

well as iir assaults. More recently, though, Aviation Week

ad-Spa•e_ Tecnolo _stated:

During NAT0 Reforger exercises in West Germany
during August and September, one Cobra unit, made
repeated attacks on a 90-tank aggressor force durtig
one day without being observed visually gy anyone in
the tank force, umpire reports indicate.

Such training, planning and execution consistently brings

the desired solution to overwhelming problems.

The increased purchases of helicopters and the

development of new helicopters make it very apparent that

the U.S. Army is going to continue to exploit rotary wing

aircraft capabilities in the future. The newest utility

53
U.S. Army Aviation School, Field Manual 90-1, Em-

ployment.of Army Aviation Units in a High Threat Environ-
ment, 30 September 1976, pp. 2-9.

S6 bid., p. 40.
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helicopter, the UH-60 Blackhawk, and the advance attack

"Ii helicopter AH-64 (currently under- development) will find

their way onto the battlefield with improved and expanded

employment techniques and roles. These aircraft will also

be armed with a greater variety of weapons and aircraft
I.

survivability equipment (ASE) to meet those new demands

and capabilities.

In summary, the greater use of helicopters, parti-

cularly the attack helicopters on the battlefi.eld will also

increase the attentions and desires of the enemy to meet

and defeat this formidable th:-eat. T;ie greater rols

adopted by the advanced attack helicopters will have direct

influence on design and weapons it ultimately will carry.

And, the weapons which will be carried for the air-to-air

role will lie within these parameters:

Our actions when encountering hostile aircraft are
clearly defensive and encompass the following: Detec-
tion avoidance, evasive action and engagements as a
matter of self-defense. 7

Detection avoidance and passive systems are the

subjects of our next chapter.

ilbid.
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CHAPTER IV

PASSIVE D EENSIVE SYSTEMS

Since the Vietnam era many tacticians have expressed

gceat skepticism concerning the survivability of helicopters

on the European battlefield in a medium to high intensity

war. The formidable threat that seems to dominate the

helicopter is the Soviet Air Defense tactical network. The

employment of Soviet Air Defense weapons is based on three

factors. The first of which is the deployment of a comple-

mentary family of surface-to-air missiles and anti-air'3raft

guns. Second, the mobility of these weapons to provide the

air defense- umbrella necessary for any anticipated 'm.aneuver-

ing of ground forces. And third, the command and control

mechanism essential to effectively mass their air defense

systems. It is clear that the following array of weapons,

if left unchecked, will severely limit the use of hell-

copters on the conventional battlefield.

42
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CHAIRACTERTSTICS OF AIR .DEPDFNSE WEAPONS

Antiaircraft Guns'

Effective vertical Maximum rate
Caliber Model range (meters) of fire(rz.rm) Fire Control

23-n ZU-23 2,500 2,000 Optical

23-mm ZSU-23-4 3,000 1,200 Radar or
optical

57-mm ZSU-57-2 4,000 240 Optical
57-•mn s-6o 6,OOO 120 Radar or

optical

"Surface-to-Air Guided Missiles

Slant range
Missile Name km)* Level of Protection

S.A-2 GUIDELINE 40 High altitude
SA-3 GOA 24 Medium-low altitude
SA-4 GANEF 70 Medium-low altitude

SA-6 GAINFUL 30 Low-low altitude
S.A-7 GRAIL 3.5+ Low altitude
SA-8 GECHO 10+ Low altitude
"SA-9 GASKIN 7+ Low altitude

*Exact ranges are classified1

The helicopter's vulnerability is described as the

following:

Friendly helicopters flying with nap-of-the-earth
techniques have a better than even chance of being ac-
quired and engaged at a range of 3 kilometers or less

* from the threat force, provided terrain does not mask
: radar or visual acquisition by threat air defense gun-

ners. The ZSU-23-4, SA-7, and SA-9 present the primary
air defense threat at this range. Aircraft flying with

SArmy Field Artillery School, reference note, The
Threat, Fort Sill, OK: August 1976, p. 26.

7 -..-
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other than nap-of-the-earth techniques, but below .350
feet,, are subject to acquisition and enjagement at
ranges up to 5 kilometers from the threat force, pri-
marily by the SA-6 and SA-9. Foir aircraft flying above
350 feet, the AD threat increases sharply, Although
the Threat Forces air defense weapon systems have the
capability of engaging aircraft at the above ranges, it
does not necessarily mean that the aircraft will be hit.
That is a function of a number of variables, such as
air defense gunner proficiency and their available

2ammunition and friendly countermeasures.

The friendly countermeasures are the only variables

which the U.S. Forces can hope and expect to control. These

countermeasures are provided in several forms, the most im-

portant of which are those that are controlled by the heli-.

copter crews and initiated when they ar(, absolutely required.

The exact time to utilize such a system is tie nost critical

consideration of the entire event. To assist in this deter-

mination, warning receivers are being developed as part of

the Aircraft Survivability Equipment, which are vitally

necessary in assisting the helicopter to remain in battle.

Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) is defined as

those systems which allow an aircraft to succeed in its com-

bat roles and missions. These systems detect the existing

threats and attempt to degrade their destructive potential

before they become irreversible. Such equipment is

representative of a Passive Defensive System, a system which

endures or is affected by the threat, but does not actively

engage the enemy for purposes of destruction. Aircraft

K2
Ilbid.
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Survivability Equipment includes infrared (iR) suppression

kits, radar warning receivers, missile launch/approach

detectors, radar jaummers; infrared jammers, chaff and flare

dispensers, and smoke and chaff rockets.

The current approach to ASE is based on the multi-

defeat concept, that is no single system of ASE provides

total protection or survivability. All systems, radar warn-

ing receivers, IR jammers, chaff, etc., must enhance and

rrmutually support one another in order to defeat a wide

variety of threat weapons. Additionally, this survivability

should not be pursued to the extent that the increases in

weight, size and cost either exceed the advantages of reduced

attrition or degrade the primary mission of the helicopter.

For this reason a great deal of: attention and research is

being directed toward the very basic requirements which bring

the highest benefits.

Currently, most Soviet Air Defense missiles are heat

seekers and track the infrared emissions from the Pircraft,

by reducing and dispersing the IR signatures of the aircraft

the ability of a missile to seek that aircraft is reduced.

Basically, there are three types of aircraft infrared

signatures. First, the aircraft engine produces an IR from

the hot metals of the engine itself. Second, IR sources

are produced from the hot exhaust gases or plume signature

as they exit the aircraft and diffuse into the air. And

last, the aircraft airframe absorb and reflect IR sources
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which are from internal, •.iv well as, external origins.

,IReduction in an-' of Tht-.e .,-a-ures requires an attempt to

cool, absorl. o'._owe,:-- the i: ource wit- in the aircraft, then
rapidly disper.xe the remaining esca,.n infrared. This is

accomplished through the use of spec il . 'esigned exhaust

stacks or sup.p-essors and special low infrared reflective

paint for the aircraft fuselage.,

The following are the currently designed suppressors:

Numerous types of suppressors are available for fixed
wing or rotary wing aircraft:

*.. OH-58 Fin Stack

AH-IS Plug Type and Bell Scoop (Figure J)

UH-lH Bell Scoop

UH-60A Bent Tube

Use of suppressors, however, involves certainpenalities in aircraft performance. Primary penalty is
weight of suppressor itself. Improved low-penalty sup-

pressors are currently under development.

Current suppressors when coupled with aircraft IR
paint defeat Soviet S.A-7 (GRAIL) and S.A-9 (GASKTN)
missile systems. Although airframe IR signature is not
as strong as hot metal or plume signature, current
technology does not allow for total airframe IR sup-
pression. A sophisticated missile, like the US Stinger,
can home on airframe signature. Soviets have not yet
moved toward this type of cool detector missile. If
Soviets should move toward cool detector missile systems,
suppressors and IR paint would help reduce the effective
range of the new missile and aid ALQ-144 IR j Ler in
achieving sufficient ratio to defeat missile."

3 US Army Aircraft Development Test Activity, "Dis-
cussion--ASE," Summary paper ATZO-D.-MA, Fort Rucker, AL:
[24 February 1978].

-.<.
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One other considoration in aeridiit; a lheat ooking

and infrared tracking mnissile is to provide a significant

heat or IR source which will divert the missile away from

the aircraft. Such a capacity may be found in the XM-130

Flare and Chaff Dispenser system. The use of a flare, with

an extremely high candle power, can provide a very effective

decoy for the aircraft. But, when to use such a flare may

not be as easily resolved. The XM-130 is intended for use

on missions where the aircraft is exposed and is under

attack. Use of this system would rnot further expose the

A'i aircraft, however, the initial exposure may not be completely

recognized by the aircraft crew. To provide that recognition,

U.S. fighter aircraft are equipped with Missile Launch/

Approach Detectors which notify the crew to a missile launch.

At this point, evasive maneuvers could be initiated and

flares could be dispensed. To date, consideration for the

use of ML/AD's on helicopters have been rejected because of

the size and weight of the system and the fact that the

nap-of-earth environment effectively reduces the risks of

missile acquisition and intercept. And as pointed out

earlier, suppressors and IR paint on helicopters defeat the

Soviet S.A-7 and SA-9 missile systems, the two primary threat

missiles against helicopters. The cost/benefit of a heli-

copter missile launch/approach detector is very low under W

.urrent U.S. helicopter employment techniques.

"U; -I
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The target acquisition of the Soviet Air Defense guns

consist of 'both optical and radar tracking. The optical

mode has been mentioned in earlier chapters and the N0E

"flight technique provides the best possible countermeasure.

Camouflage paint on the aircraft can help with the following

results:

Test indicate when helicopter is 21 or more kilo-
meters away, it is difficult to locate visually. When
helicopter is within IK, its rotor blades give it away.
Camouflage paint, therefore, will only be of benefit
when aircraft is between 1 and 2f-K from threat.

"When appraising the most viable anti-aircraft threat

for a helicopter in the NOE environment, the number one con-

sideration has to be the radar tracking anti-aircraft gun.

This weapon is found in great numbers at the Soviet organi-

zational level where the attack helicopter will normally be

operating. To counter this threat several systems are under

intensive development and production programs.

The leading contender against the radar threat is the

AN/APR 39, Radar Warning Receiver (PWR). The RWR weighs

8 pounds and costs $6,400 per system. Approximately 300 sys-

tems have already been delivered and the current total pro-

curement is for 3,000 systems. The RWR is programed for

installation on the UH-IH, AH-l, OH-58, CH-47, U.H-60, and

the Advance Attack Helicopter (AAH). The system is capable

of providing both visual and aural signals when the aircraft

Ibid.

A ' .
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is being tracked by a threat radar. The visual signal

indicates the relative bearing to the radar emitter within§L ±20 degrees. This will provide valuable information to the

crew to first, take evasive action away from the threat, and

then isolate the location of the threat for possible destruc-

tion.

The installation of the RWR is relatively easy and

adds very little to the aircraft gross weight. Installation

for the UH-IH is seen on Figure K, AH-IG on Figure L, and

the 0H-58 on Figure M.

Another viable system currently under development is

the AN/ALQ 136 Radar Jamrner. The first production of this

jamier is scheduled for late fiscal year 1978 and the initial

models will be placed on the AH-IS. This Radar Jammer is
capable of handling two radar threats simultaneously and

defeats these radars by returning the indications of multiple

targets. By doing this, the threat radar must interrogate

each target individually, in an attempt to determine which

one is real. The operation of the jazmner is extremely

simple. The only indicators for the system are overheat and

inoperative, if both those lights are out, the jammer is

operating normal.

As previously mentioned, the XM-130 flare and chaff 4

dispenser is being considered as a possible survivability

system. The cost per system is approximately $6,000 each,
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Figure K. (U) AN/PR-~39(V)1 Installation
on TJH-lH Aircraft
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with a total buy of :320 units. The system can dispense botl

flares and chaff cartridges on the same mission. The pilot

can select the number of cartridges to be fired or the entire

load may be fired in salvo (ripple fire), if required; and,

it takes less than one-half a second for a single chaff

cartridge to create a signature 2j times greater than a UH-IH.

The most advantageous use of the chaff cartridge is after the

Radar Warning Receiver has signaled a threat rada;, is track-

ing. The return signatures would be confusing to the radar

particularly if several cartridges were fired and a large

portion of the radar screen was blanketed. Of course, this

would allow the helicopter to escape to safety and continue

its mission.

Besides the XM-130 dispenser, a 2.75-inch smoke and

chaff rocket is currently being developed. A single chaff

rocket contains 44 million dipoles which reflect the radar

waves and provide a false target. The desired use of this

rocket is similar to the dispenser, in that it can decoy

the radar, thus requiring timely interrogation to locate the

real target. The single disadvantage of this rocket is

that it requires the use of a hard firing point on the

attack helicopter, this reduces the number of firing points

available for anti-tank missiles and other destructive

rockets.

Passive systems influence the prospective air-to-air

weapons systems in two areas. First, the increased weight D
__.4
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of the passive system will decrease the useful carrying1 capacity of the helicopter. Gross weight is described as

:1 the maximum total weight at which an aircraft is capable of

normal flight, and useful weight is figured from gross

* weight by subtracting the total weight of all aircraft sys-

tems. The addition of these systems will limit the avail-

able useful weight for offensive and defensive weapons, but

their presence must be considered essential to surviving

on the battlefield.

Second, air-to-air weapons are similar to ground air

defense weapons, in that, many of these missiles are infrared/!

heat seekers and many guns are radar tracking. In this

situation the passive systems may provide a dual capability,

a goal which is often sought but hardly ever reached. The

ability to be warned of an enemy and to decoy an attacker

whether on the ground or in the air, is a significant

achievement on the battlefield.

Survival on the battlefield is the ultimate goal of

the passive systems. But, if in order to survive, one evades

and fails to destroy the enemy, then who is considered suc-

cessful? The enemy has kept the destructive force from

reaching his units and better yet, he is well aware that you

pose no threat to him, if and when you meet again. The

addition of Aircraft Survivability Equipment is a very im-

portant ingredient in the total system in combat helicopters,

but it fails to provide the assertive tools necessary to

F J
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destroy the enemy. Those asse.tive tools are the active

defensive weapons and the precise combination of both sys-

tems will provide the flexioility required in a fluid combat

situation. Chapter V will explore the weapons available for

this self-defense role.

<•. uI
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ACTIVE DEFENSIVE SYSTEM:.

As explained in Chapter IV, passive defensive sys-

-tems are capable of providing increased helicopter surviv-

ability against surfa!e-to-air and infrared anti-aircraft

weapons systems. But this capability requires that the

aircraft be diverted from its original mission and in order

to survive, by zrequiring the aircrew to take evasive actions

to a safe location. If the enemy weapons miss their mark,

then success could be measured by the enemy's ability to

degrade the aircrew's performance to accomplish their assign-

ed mission on the battlefield. This degradation can be

accomplished in several ways, such as, the use of electronic

warfare (Jamming, etc.) or perhaps through the use of air

defense weapons and ultimately with the HIND attack heli-

copter, Electronic warfare and air defense weapons can be

overcome aud pose relatively little threat beyond their

original intent. But the HIND attack helicopter is not only

capable of clearing the battlefield of our heliclopters, but

if left unchecked, can play havoc with ground maneuver forces

at every echelon. The ability of U.S. attack helicopters to

remwain in 6ombat and influence engagements with enemy forces

will depend on the active defensive weapons used in 4

S57



conjunction with the passive systems discussed. An active

defensive weapon is defined as an armiaaent designed to dis-

ab.le or destroy an ene•my threat, used strictly from a self-

defense posture in which its use requires an inmmediate

response. for survival.

Historically, military weapons evolve from the needs

to destroy a given threat or enemy capability. In develop-

ing a weapon and bringing it into the military inventory

certain procedures must be examined in the material acquisi-

tion process.

"Below the DA level there are two principal imple-

mentors in the material acquisiiion process--the combat

developer and the material developer. The combat developer

is the comnand or agency responsible for the formulations

of concepts, doctrine, organization and material objectives/

requirements for the U.S. Army. The material developer is

the comnand or agency responsible for researc~h, development,

production validation and procurement of a system." 11

Before a weapon can be developed and produced, the

combat developer (the user) and the material developer must

investigate the material concept. For the user, it may be

a requirement to counter a validated threat, or correct an

operational inadequacy in e.-isting material or to exploit

iDepartment of the Army, U.S. Axmy Command and 3eneral
Staff College, The Materiel Acquisition Process, Course A452
(PY 1.977-78), p.70l-28. -

4-
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a technological breakthrough. Fcz' the material developer,

I the material concept investigation could be the result of

an advancemsnt in technology or an effort to reduce a high

consumption of vital or scarce resources. In either event,

it is imperative for both the user and the developer to

coordinate and establish a Letter of Agreement (LOA) to

define the thrust of the new development, to organize the

concept and finally agree on the basic details of what is

to be developed. This insures that the development effort

provides the soldier with a useful and reliable weapon that

4 has been developed and tested along strict criteria.

The current Letter of Agreement (LOA.) for the attack

helicopter self-defense system is under consideration and

awaiting approval. Three important paragraphs which pave

the way for air-to-air weapons for the present and in the

future are: (1) need for a system; (2) operational concept;

and (3) system description.

1. NEED FOR A SYSTEJM.

a. A self-defense system is currently needed
for present and follow-on attack helicopters to defend
themselves against arimed hostile aircraft. Such a sys-
tem is required for all phases of worldwide attack heli-
copter teeam operations. The air defense threat pro-
jected for future mid-to-high intensity war will require
that Army attack helicopters operate at nap-of-the-earth
(NOE) to survive. Compounmding this threat will be the
presence of enemy attack heli'coptei's. The US attack
helicopter's primary mission of supporting the ground
cominander will be degraded when this air threat is
present. Under these circumstanoes, US Army attack
helicopters will require the me-ans to destroy or sup-
press this threat to successfully accomplish their
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mission. A system is needed now for the AH-IS rand for
the Advanced Attack Helicopter when fielded.

2. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT.

The primary role of the attack helicopter on the
battlefield is destruction of enemy tanks. Presence of
enemy attack helicopters may prohibit friendly attack
helicopters from accomplishing their primary mission. A
self-defense weapon system must be available to eliminate
the enemy attack helicopter threat. A helicopter air-to-
air engagement will normally be abrupt, requiring im-
mediate response to the threat. The attack helicopter
self-defense weapon system will be used when friendly
air and or air defense, systems are not sufficiently
responsive. Basic tactics for the attack helicopter
primary mission are sound for the air-to-air engagement.
Since the attack helicopter operates within the ground
environment (NO,) the same actions upon contact for ground
vehicles are applicable for the attack helicopters.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION.

The system should make maximum use of existing equip-
ment. For short ranges the system could be the 20/30-mm
cannon with an adequate fire control for air-to-air en-
gagement. Longer ranges require a missile system (TOW,
HELLFIRE, REDEYE/STINGER). The system must have
appropriate indicators to display the status of the sys-
tem and provide an immediate fire capability after the
target tracking mode has begun. The system should pre-
clude easy countermeasure degradation. It should be 2
compatible with aircraft design and operational criteria.

While the Letter of Agreement is waiting to be

finalized, the U.S. Army has announced it would ba heading

a joint service evaluation aimed at developing air-to-air

combat tactics for attack helicopters. The impetus for this

joint effort, called Air Combat Engagement (ACE), has come

U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command/

U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command. "Letter of Agree-• ~ment (LOA) for an Attack Helicopter Self-Defense System."Alexandria, VA/Fort Monroe, VA., [10 March 1976].
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from assessments of the aerial combat potential seen in the

Soviet's MI-24 HIND attack helicopter. ACE will attempt not

only to define the air combat tactics and attack helicopter

needed for it, but also determine the armaments required for

that role.

With this increased interest by all the services in

the air-to-air role of helicopters, it has become apparent

that an examination should be made as to what weapons are

presently available to achieve the desired results. This

thesis examination will include both the gun systems and the

missile systems currently in the weapons inventory and

presently under development.

The gun systems include the XM230, 30-mm chain gun,

XMl40, 30-mm automatic gun, X9197, 20-mm automatic gun,

XM195, 20-mm automatic gun, M134, 7.62 machine gun (high

rate) and the XM214, 5.56 automatic gun. The advantages

of a gun weapon system are significant with respect to the

nap-of-earth (NOE) environment and current helicopter employ-

ment techniques. Mainly, a gun mounted on a turret has the

capability to fire at a target which is off center of the

"aircraft axis. This allows the aircraft to continue a

desired flight path and still engage targets right and left

of its course. In the NOE environment, greater potentials

exist that a helicopter enroute may confront an enemy heli-

copter and not have sufficient time to change directions

of flight to engage the adversary. For this type of close-ini"
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engagement a flexible gun is best suited, because of its

ability to attain high rate of fire quickly, and provide

very fast movement to align on the target. Additionally,

a flexible gun can be used as an area weapon to service

various other air-to-surface targets besides providing this

valuable air-to-air defense.

The smaller caliber weapons, such as the M134, 7.62

machine gun (high rate) and the XM214, 5.56 automatic gun,

must be eliminated because the Letter of Agreement in the

system description has stipulated a 20/30-mm gun. This

material need is based of the effective range required for

such a weapon and the ability of the ammunition tc damage

an aircraft upon impact. The M134 and the X9214 (Figure N)

provide approximately 1,500 meters effective range and are

"limited in aircraft hit results, both characteristics are

less than the requirements as stated in the LOA.

The larger caliber weapons available are the XMl40,

30-mm automatic gun and XM230, 30-mm chain gun. They provide

several benefits including greater range, increased lethality

against aircraft, a high-explosive round, an armor piercing

capability and the flexibility to be used against both air-

to-air and air-to-surface targets.

The XM14c (Figura 0) is a light weight 30-mm automatic

gun capable of a maximum range of 3,000 meters at 80 eleva-

tion with a muzzle velocity of 2,200 feet per second (FPS).

The weapon weighs 140 lbs and can attain a rate of fire at

4 Li
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Figure N. (TOP) M134 Machine Gun, High R~ate, 7.62 MM '
(Bottom) XM214 Automatic Gun, 5.56 MM4
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405 shot per minute (SPM). Dut when this weapon is eppliý)d

to the XM120 subsystem, hydraulically powered turret

(Figure O) the weight increases to 937 lbs and the rate of

* .. fire is reduced to 300 SPM. The complete XM120 subsystem

contains the XMI40, 30-mm automatic gun, turret assembly,

turret control box, gun control box and the ammo feed system,

all of which are designed to be mounted in the nose of the

AH-IG helicopter.

CHARACTERISTIC S

AMMO Capacity: 500 rds

Weight: 937 lbs

Max Range: 3,000 meters

Muzzle Velocity: 2,200 FPS

Rate of Fire: J00 SPM
Elevation: +150; Depression: -400

Traverse: 1100 right and left of longitudinal
axis

Sighting: Modified XM26 TOW missile sight
or advanced fire control consisting
of a stabilized optical sight,
laser range finder, balli 5 tic com-
puter, and helmet sights.

The weight of this system seems to reduce it from

being considered as a viable candidate, particularly when the

-* rate of fire is also restricted in this configuration.

The most promising 30-mm weapon seems to be the XM230

chain gun (Figure P). This gun is a single barrel,
A

A
3 Department of the Army, U.S. Army Weapons Command,

Aircraft Armament, Rock Island, IL: December 1971, p. 18.

K'
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externally powered weapon which incorporates a r'otating

bolt mechanism driven by a simple chain drive. The gun

weighs app3roximately 98 lbs and firei at a rate of 620 t50

shots per minute. The firing rate can be easily adjusted to

amatch the natural frequency of the Aff-l helicopter by adjust-

S. ,ment of the external power source. The chain mechanism,

togethez' with its simplified feeder, assures high reliability

at all rates of fire. Because of the guns simplicity,

production costs are expected to be comparatively low to

other 30-mm weapons. This weapon is currently under develop-

ment and will be available in May 1981.

The characteristics table (Figure Q) and the proposed

armament system (Figure R) were provided by Hughest Heli-

copter and Ordnance Systems and Emerson Electronics and

Space Division.

The 20-znma weapons available are the XM195 and XM197

20-mm automatic guns. The XM195 (Figure S) has been inte-

grated into the M35 subsystem, which uses the 20-mm Gatling

gun mounted on the inboard station of the left hand wing of

the AH-IG helicopter. This fixed position on the aircraft

severly limits the functional capabilities to use the XM195

in an air-to-air role. On the other hand, the XN197

(Figure S) is being fitted to a flexible turret capable of

providing off axis firing. This weapon is a 3 barrel,

Gafling type gun which fires both, armor piercing incendiary A

and high explosive incendiary ammunition.

.- .. .'...
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Cal i ber .0 . "

Annuni tion

Combat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XM552 HEDP

Practice . . . . . . . ....... . ......................... XM639

"Weight

Receiver (with motor and feeder) ............ . . . . . 58 lb

Barrel (with recoil adapters) . . . . . . . . . . . 40 lb

Total gun systemweight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98lb

Dimensions

Length ',63. 0 in

Width............ ................ . . . . 8.9 in

Height . .•................. . .. 8.5 in

Frontal area.................... ............ 57 sq in

Parts count ..... .................. ........... 149

Barrel life ........ ..................... .To 20,000 rounds

Rate of fire .......................... Single shot to 600 SPM

Time to rate (at 600 spmi ......... .................. 0.12 sec

Time to stop (at 600 spm) 0.10 Sec

Clearing method o.............. . ...... Open bolt

Dispersion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .l r il (ia-)

Power required......... . . . . . . ............ 3.5 hp

Reliability predicted ................... . . . ... 25,000 Mi'RTF

Figure Q. XM-230 Vehicle Chain Gun Characteristics

--- .*.
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M35 Armament Subsyst-m, Helicopter, 2Omm Automatic Gun

v

XM197 Gun, Light, 3 Barrel, 2Omm

Figure S. M35 Armament Subsystem, Helicopter,

20MM4 Automatic Gun
arnd

XM197 Gun, Light, 3Bar-rel, 20mm
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The flexible turret system to be utilized on the

attack helicopter must provide not only off axis fires,

but should not reduce thp desired capabilities of the gun

or significantly increase the total weight of the system.

The M-28 turret assembly is designed for other weapons which

may not contain the benefits required for the air-to-air

gun and the Navy's nose turret for the AH-lJ would not be

compatible with tha Armyls desire to actively pursue the

system from existing equipment as procured for Army use.

However. the Navy's turret is a possible solution to the

problem, but does not allow other weapons systems, such

as the 40 mm, to be accommodated on the same mount. Inter-

changeability of systems is a very important feature when

considering particular weapons tailoring for specific

missions or mixing attack forces and the loss of that

capability directly influences the flexibility of an

organization to adjust tq a given situation.

.1.



CHARACTERISTIC S

Application: Nose turret for AH-IJ (Used only
by US Navy)

Barrel Length: 6o inches

Overall Length: 72 inches

Weight: 146.2 lbs

Muzzle Velocity 3,400 FPS

Firing Rates: 400-2, 500 SPM

Peak Recoil Forces: 2,600 lbs

Power Required
(Firing Circuit): 250-300 Volts, D.C., 0.5 AmP

The gun systems which are able to meet the requirement

as stated in the Letter of Agreement can be identified as the

XM197" 20-mm and XM230, 30-mm. First, both guns make maximum

use of existing equipment. Second, both provide coverage

for short ranges. And last, both guns are compatible with

aircraft design and operational criteria. The significant

difference between these two weapons are the turret systems

by whie.h they are attached to the aircraft. The XMI197 has

been applied to a nose turret used only by the U.S. Navy and

the XM230 is applied to a M-28 turret assembly which is

designed for other weapons. To resolve this problem a

Special Study Group, during the Priority Aircraft Subsystem

Review at Fort Rucker, Alabama, defined the requirement to

modernize and "upgun" the AH-1 Cobra. Phase I of this effort

includes the development of a universal turret (Figure T) to

accommodate either the 20-mm or 30-mm weapon system.

4 Ibid., p. 24.
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¶Figure T,. XM 230E1, 30MM Chain Gun with Ammunition
Container Mounted in the Uni.yersal Turret
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The universal turret will be developed and manu-
factured by General Electric, Armament Systems Depart-
ment, Burlington, VT. The objectives of the Universal
Turret Program are to provide an improved standoff
capability, improve antipersonnel and antimateriel
effectiveness and accommodate either a 20-mm or 30-mm
weapon. This new turret eventually will replace the
M28 (7.62 mny/40 mm) subsystem now installed in the Cobra.5

The universal turret will enhance the development of

future weapons systems by providing the standard point from

which design will commence. Additionally, the testing weapons

to determine the best system will be limited to the gun it-

self and will not require major aircraft engineering changes

and modifications. More importantly, the logistics com-

monality and interchangeability of the guns will provide the

helicopter units maximum flexibility and maintainability of

these sophisticated systems.

MISSILES

As we examine the candidates for an air-to-air missile

system, three factors must be recognized. First, the LOA

stated in the system description that the longer ranges

require a missile such as, the TOW, HELLFIRE or REDEYE/

STINGER. Second, the U.S. Army presently has no air-to-air

missile capability from which to build upon. And third, the

missile system should preclude easy countermeasure degrada-

tion. Each of these factors will influence the final

5 Colonel Robert P. .t. Louis, "Modernized Cobra,"
U.S. Army Aviation Digest, February 1978, p. 20.

W~K A 14 %
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selection or rejection ofC a candidate,

Additional considerations include range, speed and

weight of the missile system. The ultimate evaluation will

be the missiles ability to perform in a mu.lti-role, and do

so effectively within acceptable parameters. The latter is

perhaps why the TOW (tube-launiched, optically-tracked,

wire-guided missile) and HELLFIRE anti-armior missiles are

considered as candidates for air-to-air roles.

Let us first examine the TOW, (Figure U) which is

curren'tly in the inventory and is the U.S. Army's primary

anti-armor missile. The TOW missile is capable of subsonic

speeds to a range of 2.3 miles.

"The system's optical sighting device permits opera-

tion by one man. Basically, the operator keeps the target

centered in the lens cross hairs. As the sight is moved to

track the target, sensors translate the movements to

electrical pulses which are fed into a computer which, in

turn, automatically determines range and aximuth for firing.

Tne launch sequence is in two phases. A solid motor is used

to eject the missile from the tube at a safe distance from

the operator before the in-flight motor is ignited. The

computer continues to monitor inputs from the sensors

regarding sight changes and feed course corrections

directly to the missile via two hair-thin wires which ar~e
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6unreeled at high speed off a spool mounted on the launcher."6

To use a TOW missile requires the operator to stay on

P target until impact. This presents a significant problem

because the missile time of flight is slow enough to allow

the air adversary to engage the launch platform before the

missile impacts. Additionally, the launching and tracking

will require the helicopter to be aligned and remain so

until impact; The vulnerability of the aircraft.during this

sequence may not provide a satisfactory environment for a

self-defense engagement. The exposure of the helicopter

and the subsonic speed of the missile are the major dis-

advantages of the TOW system in the air-to-air role.

Currently under development is the HELLFIRE missile

system (Figure V) the performance characteristics are

classified, but are generally better than the present TOW

system. The greatest advantage of this system is the

capability to launch the missile and track it to the target

in several modes. One tracking mnode is by a coded laser

beam from the attack helicopter, scout helicopter or a

ground designator, thus providing the flexibility to "launch

and leave." A second tracking mode is by infrared, which

guides the missile to the target on-thermal radiation con-

trast allowing for a "Fire and Forgat" situation. And last,

the RF/IP mode, which tracks to the target via Radar

General Dynamics, Worlds .Missile S esto .. , Pomona
Division, Publication, October 1975, p. 100.

I- -- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Frequencies, then homes on the infrared (thermal radiation)

of the vehicle. All three modes provide great advantages

to acquire, launch and amove out quickly, particularly "n a

self-defense posture.

The HELLFIRE can be launched from a covered or hid (.n

position and can engage multiple targets effectively by

rapid or ripple fire. Just how effective will this system

be against high performance aircraft remains to be evaluated,

but it certainly would appear to be effective for close-in

helicopter engagements.

The only pure anti-aircraft missile under considera-

tion at this time is the STINGER missile system. The

STINGER missile system adapted for a AH-l helicopter is shown

in Figure W. This missile is capable of supersonic speeds

up to a range of 3 miles.

"STINGER -will eventually replace REDEYE. It will be

able to engage aircraft flying up to MACH 1 at all aspects.

STINGER has counter-counter measures circuitry providing

immnunity to any known IR threat. The STINGER also has the

capability of challenging aircraft through its IFF inter-

rogator. "7

The REDEYE missile mentioned above is the current

U.S. Army shoulder launched anti-aircraft missile system.

I7 bid., p. 201.

7..
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Also mentioned above, IFF is Identification Friend or Foe

electronics on combat aircraft.

This missile system is a "Fire-and Forget" system

which can provide the long range air-to-air capability

sought by the LOA. Of course, the disadveatage is that it t

is strictly an air defense weapon and capable only of that

singular role. Use of the STINGER on the attack helicopter

will reduce the anti-armor armament carrying capability

as well as the capability to carry other types of armaments.
4.

Just which missile system will get the go-ahead for

the air-to-air role is hard to determine. Because of the

need for an imnediate system, the HELLFIRE is not a viable

candidate. However, its future application is extremely

good. The TOW has limitations which may not be overcome to

warrant its shift to limited air-to-air employment. The

STINGER is a very good prospect, with its long stand-off

range. To determine which systems are suitable for im-

mediate utilization, actual firing tests must be made and

those test results will set the stage for the Army's air-

* to-air capability.

Having reviewed the weapons systems which are

presently available or nearly available from research and

development, the next phase of the program will consist of

Force Development Test and Experimentation to be conducted

in September and October 1978. This type of testing is
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conducted to provide necessary information for decision-

&... .m~aking.::

"Force Development Testing and Experimentation

(FDTE) includes innovative and operational feasibility

testing and may support the combat and force development

4.nd the material acquisition processes by providing essential

information at decision reviews. During the conceptual

phase of the material acquisition process, FDTB will be used

to develop the concept of employment, determine operational

feasibility, estimate the potential operational advantage

of a proposed system, and assist the combat and material

developers in the development of Letters of Agreements.

FDTZ also supports the material acquisition process by pro-

viding data to assist in the development of material require-

ments documents."

The current test plan, titled "Attack Helicopter Air-

to-Air Self-Defense Subsystem Evaluation," has the stated

purpose to: "Provide information for a comparative assess-

ment of the TOW, M197 and STINGER weapons subsystems in the

air-to-air self-defense role. Data from this live fire

comparative evaluation will be used to identify the best

available attack helicopter weapons subsystem configuration."' 9

8
S8Department of the Army, AR 70-10, Test and Evaluation

During Development and Acquisition of Materiel, 1 January
1976, p. 2-9.

.U.S. Army Aviation Center, "Outline Test Plan-Attack
Helicopter Air-to-Air Self-Defense Weapons Subsystem Evalua-
tiori," Ft. Ruoker, AL: 19 August 1977, p. I.



The test plan objectives are:

"Objective 1: To evaluate the operational effective-

ness of the M-65 TOW, M-197, 20-mm and STINGER missile sys-

tern in an air-to-air self-defense role against an appro-

priately configured aerial target.

"Objective 2: To identify the better of three ,Om-

peting weapon subsystems in terms of overall air-to-air
self-defense engagement capability against an attack heli-

copter air-to-air threat.

"Objective 3: To evaluate ach of the competing

weapons subsystem's contribution to an integrated self-

defense air-to-air engagement weapons system.

"Objective 4: To provide data on which to evaluate

the impact of the candidate weapons subsystems on current
10

attack helicopter tactics and doctrine." 1

:::This test plan was to be executed from I April 1978

to 30 April 1978. However, test equipment and other resource

requirements forced a five to six month delay in the program.

The scope and tactical context of the test are the

following:

"The FDTE will consist of a live fire comparative

evaluation of the M-65 TOW, M-197, 20-ram with a prototype

level 5 fire control system and aircraft mounted STINGER

missile system. This test will be designed to evaluate all

three weapons subsystems independently against a

1 .Ibidi.i

... ..............
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simulated threat helicopter aerial target." It will addi-

tionally provide data on which to evaluate overall weapons

subsystem integraticn in order. to identify a practical

affordable air-to-air self-defense engagement capability.oIl

Although the tests will not have commenced before

this thesis is completed, certain hardware answers can be

deduced. The first is the M65 TOW, M197 and the STINGER

missile are the systems to be tested, and must be considered

as the weapons which can be fielded immediately. Second,

in directing attention to the best performance against an

attack helicopter air-to-air threat implies less concern

for the high performance aircraft threat. And third,

practical affordable air-to-air self-defense engagement

capability indicat.es that system costs may drive the program

selection. And last, because of the costs involved, a sys-

tem which can be used in other roles will provide a higher

cost/benefit as opposed to a single role weapon.

In Chapter VI, an examination will be made of all

finding of this thesis. This will be an attempt to tie the

future air-to-air hardware requirements with the recently

completed classified air-to-air testing. A classified

Appendix will be added to this thesis to support the findings,

as well as, supporting the conclusions and recommendations

in Chapter VII.

Ibid., p. 2.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

*• In the previous chapter an examination was made of

the weapons systems available for use in an air-to-air role.

Which system or systems will eventually be selected and em-

ployed remains to be determined. However, other questions

can be developed and addressed from past research and test-

ing, as well as, current emphasis and influence from the

development community. Such questions as, which systems

can be fielded immediately? As a factor of this immediacy,

which systems are considered viable to warrant testing?

Which systems provide the best co-erage and flexibility for

close-in engagements? Which can be effective against high

performance aircraft? What system can be employed as not

to allow unnecessary exposure and increase the vulnerability

of the launching aircraft? Which is the best "fire anid

forget" system? Is there a system best suited for multi-

employment, in both the air-to-surface or air-to-air roles.

Which system or systems will provide the best evolutionary

platform for future development and improvement? All these

questions can provide the mind-set, which when carefully

and systematically answered, will blueprint the air-to-air 2

hardware of the future.

S8.5
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Before attempting to evaluate each of the preceding -[ questions, it is necessary to reestablish the need for an

Air-to-Air Weapons System. The need for a system is based

on a threat and in this particular situation the Soviet HIND

combat helicopter is the validated.threat. The capabilities

of HIND and the HIND-variant models make it a versatile

"weapons platform, as previously discussed. The Air-to-Air

Weapons Systems will counter this threat and insure the

attack helicopter can remain unmolested on the battlefield.

Without these air-to-air systems, our helicopters will be

I •. denied accessibility to enemy targets to accomplish their

missions. This self-defense capability is, in many respects,

parallel to the gas mask for infantry soldiers. This pro-

tective mask insures that the infantry can fight while under

a gas attack. Their fighting mission, like that of the

attack helicopter, can still be accomplished and not dis-

regarded through self-preservation actions. The air-to-air

helicopter weapons need is valid and the HIND helicopter

threat remains ominous without such a capability.

To a lesser degree, the threat from enemy high per-

formance aircraft does exist. In view of the low probabil-

ities of occurrence, the need for an air-to-air system

specifically for this threat, does not provide the necessary

impetus for such a weapons development. Indeed, the pre-

* viously discussed evasive maneuvers and actions of the

helicopter can be very effective against these Fast Movers.

. .9
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X. Thus, the need for a high performance Air-to-Air Weapons

System would only be as an outgrowth from either, the

additional capability of an existing air-to-air system or

the resultant of a change in enemy doctrine and employment

against helicopters. The high performance aircraft air-to-

air capability should only be considered when. examining the

multiple roles of a particular system as an added bonus.

With the current and future operational employmentrST
of U.S. and Soviet helicopters, as well as, the increased

helicopter utilization and production, will come an ever

increasing potential for these unique aircraft to meet in

combat. The increased numbers of U.S. helicopters in NATO

F orces is being offset to an even greater extent in the

Soviet Union. The Soviet domination by saturation doctrine

is a valid concept, and numerical superiority must be met

with improved technology and hardware.

To survive the battle the attack helicopter must be

equipped with Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) and

i" an effective Air Defense System. Aircraft Survivability

Equipment will allow the intruder to operate within the

enemy's air defense umbrella and the air-to-air weapons

will protect him, from aerial attack, thus insuring his

"mission can be accomplished. The anti-armor mission of 3

the attack helicopter is so vital to the NATO defense, that

not providing air-to-air protection will only leave that

FR capability impotent. The equation, stated previously, of

L eqatio n7-71
.4_- .. . . . .~
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the U.S. Army Cobra Force in Europe equal to 3,500 tanks, is

meaningless if these attack helicopters cannot stay and

fight, fight outnumbered and win.

In researching the air-to-air documents, one report

! •provides the insight to the rationale for such a role. Thi,

document is Interim Note A-67, Classified Confidential,I •

titled, "Comments on the Attack Helicopter in an Air Defense

Role (U)."

The unclassified purpose of this report is as

follows :

This report discusses a rationale for combining the
mobility and agility of the attack helicopter with the
air defense capability of the Surface-to-Air Infrared
Homing Missile. U.S. helicopters equipped with REDEYE
or STINGER type missiles might be a valuable addition
to existing air defenses against an enemy Close Air Sup-
port (CAS) threat. In addition, this enhances self-
defence capability of the helicopter against enemy
Fixed-Wing and Rotary-Wing aircraft would be appreciable.

In addition to this discussion, REDEYE System tests

and Self-Defense roles are cited as follows:

It has been demonstrated that the REDEYE System can
readily be fixed-forwarded mounted on the existing pylons
of a UH-JB/C and fired successfully against ground
targets.

Alternately, or even simultaneously, air-launched
REDEYE or STINGER missiles would enable the dedicated
SAnti-Armor Attack Helicopter (with the TOW missile sys- ,4
tem) to defend itself from fixed or rotary-wing CAS air
cover, including attack helicopters.3

U.S, Army Material Systems Analysis Activity, Com-

ments on the Attack Helicopter In An Air Defense Role(U),
Interim Note A-67, August 1974 (Confidential), p. 3.

2Ibid., p. 6. 31bid., p. 6.
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t The air-to-air capabilities of the STINGER missile

and the vulnerability/survivability of the air-to-air sys-

tem are summarized in selected paragraphs provided in

classified Appendix I.

Another document which p: )vides valuable data is

The Technical Proposal for RAM, CPC 2514. RAM stands for

REDEYE Air-Launched Missile and the proposal examines the

AH-IG Cobra equipped with two REDEYE missiles.

"The RAM missile is a standard U.S. Army REDEYE

.4missile, modified for air-to-air use."

Data and test results are contained in classified

Appendix II.

A follow-on document to the RAM proposal is the

"STINGER Counter-Air Demonstration(U), Technical Report

RF 7T-1. The unclassified objective of this demonstration

"was to show that the STINGER missile could be safely and

effectively fired from an AH-IG helicopter at an airborne

target." 5

"The STINGER, which is being developed for the U.S.

Army and U.S. Marine Corps, evolved from REDEYE, the world's

first man-portable, shoulder-fired, IR-Honting Anti-Aircraft J

Missile."

hGeneral Dynamics, Technical Proposal for RAM, An Air-
• to-Air Armament System for Attack_ Helioon •ers (U), Pomona

Operation Publication CPC 2514, December 1970, p. 1-1.

"U.S. Army Missile Command, "STINGER Counter-Air De-
monstration(U),,, Technical Report R' 7T-l, 25 August 1976,
Confidential, p. 5.

I6 bid., p. 5.
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The unclassified conclusion of the demonstration is

4: as follows:
'7 "After the demonstration, the conclusion is that

STINGER can be interfaced and safely fired from a hovering

AH-IG helicopter with no hazardous effects or missile de-

gradation." PFurther data concerning the test are contained

in classified Appendix 11..

The final document which is worthy of mention is the

Interim Results of an Effectiveness Analysis of Advanced

Attack Helicopter Air-to-Air Defense Weapons (Phase I)(U),

Interim Note 120. The purpose of this analysis is as

follows:
The main analysis objective was to determine the

relative effectiveness of several candidate air-to-air
weapons systems and investigate possible updates to the
Advanced Attack Helicopter System. Another objective
was to provide an estimate of the effectiveness of
present and future Soviet attack helicopter air-to-air

•:- weapons*

The summary and observations of this document are

very enlightening and are contained in classified

Appendix IV.

Classified Appendix V contains data from the "Heli-

copter, Self Defense Weapon System Briefing" given at Fort

7Ibid., p. 10.

U.S. Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity, Air

Warfare Division, Interim Results of an Effectiveness Analysis,
of Advanced Attack Helicopter Air-to-Air Defense Weapons

=Phase Interim Note 120, May 1977, Confidential, p. 11.

I77
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Rucker on 9 January 1976. This briefing gives the adv-uta,,.4.%
and disadvantages of candidate weapons systems, as well as

the levels for the fire control hardware.

These levels are unclassified as follows:

Level 1: Standard AH-IG Fire Control with no more

than 25% ranging error (visual estimate).

Level 2: Standard AH-IG Fire Control with laser

rangefinder, with less than 10% ranging error.

Level 3: Improved pilots heads-up display, Fire

"Control computer, improved sight, with laser rangefinder,

with no more than 10% error.

Level 4: Improved pilots heads-up display, Fire Con-

trol computer, improved sight with less than 5% error, air

data sensor and relative wind sensor.

Level 5: Improved pilots heads-up display, Fire

Control computer, improved sight, stabilized laser range-

finder subsystem with less than 1% range error, air data

senso: and relative wind sensor.

,Recall that the outlined test plan calls for one

AH-l with M-197, 20-mm automatic gun and a prototype Level 5

Fire Control System, The technology for Level 5 has been

available for some time.

Of the documents and publications reviewed, one point

has consistently surfaced and appears to be fixed in develop-

ment community. That is, the self-defense weapons are time

and time again associated to the attack helicopter and/or
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Advanced Attack Helicopter. True, the attack helicopter is

the primary miember of an attack team but we must consider

that the Scout observation helicopter plays both a key

communication and vital target acquisition role within this

team, What better way to protect the entire team and dia-

tribute the weapons load carrying capability than to share

these weapons with the Scout. The concern with the loss of

anti-armor weapons on the attack helicopter is 'valid. As

shown earlier, when these weapons are replaced with air-to-

air hardware the anti-armor capability must diminish some-

what.

The attack helicopter's use of 20-mm or 3O-mm gun in

both air-to-air and air-to-surface meets the multi-role

capability, so often diesired. These gun systems provide

the necessary self-defense for close-in, spontaneous air-to-

air engagements. The gun capability is ideal for the attack

helicopter without degrading the tank killing potential of

the team.

The real value of the TOW miissile in an air-to-air

engagement is questionable. It is limited to close-in use

and is certainly not considered effective against high

performance aircraft. The use of the TOW missile could be

considered as a back-up to the 20/30-mm gun in this air-to-

air role. This also will provide a somewhat limited multi-

capable system which will not degrade the primary anti-armor

mnission and can provide mutually supporting fires in self-

defense air-to-air engagements.



The STINGER requires a relatively small stand-off'

distance, and can be very effeotive against high performance

aircraft, as well as, helicopters. Instead of placing the

STINGER on the attack helicopter, which lowers the numbers

of anti-tank missiles, we should fix them to the Scout ob-

servation helicopter. This will provide the helicopter

attack team mutual supporting fires with a mix of weapons

that will increase the probability of' success. Mix is one

of the factors in considering a viable anti-aircraft network

and massing these weapons in one team is the only possible

way for them to survive.

Consider the following scenario of an attack heli-

f copter team on the modern battlefield against a highly

mobile armor force. A hypothetical attack team might con-

sist of seven AH-IS attack helicopters and three OH-58

observation helicopters. The AH-IS are equipped with eight

TOW missiles and the 20-mm gun with the Level 5 fire con-

trol system and the OH-58s are equipped with four STINGER

"missiles. How would such a team be employed?

When intelligence reports verify the enemy's move-

ment and axis of advance along a high speed avenue of'11approach, the attack teams select attack positions along

the enemy't route of march and plan to attack the armor

column in unison. The Scout helicopters proceed to the

avenue of approach to find the enemy and verify his inten-

tions. Having found the column, the Scouts notify the

.. '~-,..,-.,.'.. .- ,." -,'.. . . . . .
WE - - - - - - - - -
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attack helicopters that twenty-five enemy tants, are proceed-

Ing to their attack positions and be prepared to engage as

planned. The Scouts then proceed to overwatch locations to

provide support as needed. This support may include

artillery, reinforcements, etc.

As the enemy tanks arrive in the kill zone, the

attack helicopters engage their predetermined targets.

Surprise was achieved with seven simultaneous kills,, includ-

Ing the lead and rear tanks. At this point the enemy begins

firing machineguns on the horizon to keep the helicopters

down, the anti-aircraft guns join the recon by fire.

One attack helicopter to the rear of the formation

begins to fire his 20-mm gun as an area weapon. This

causes the tank crews to stop firing and button-up, addi-

tionally one of the two ZSU-23 anti-aircraft guns is damaged

by a high-explosive armor piercing round, rendering it

inoperative. As the second ZSU-23 shifts to engage the

attack helicopter, the helic~opter's (BWR) Radar Warning

Receiver alerts the pilot. The pilot activates the chaff

dispensers and radar jammers, this causes the ZSU-23 to

pause to interrogate the targets. Simultaneously, the

attack helicopter begins to use evasive maneuvers just as

a team member strikes the ZSU-23 with a TOW missile.

The attack team continues to fire TOWs at the enemy

tanks, with each missile finding itc. mark. The Scout helli-

;1i copters spo two HIDattack heiotr heading toth

Xt
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battle, the Scouts marnouvr boblin-J the two on,'iy hi1l:cpte;

and fire STINGER missiles which dostroy tho aircraft, TnP

Scouts begin to receive fire from a HIND helicopter they

overlooked, fortunately a AH-IS engages the HIND with his

20-min air-to-air capable gun. The HIND is badly hit, leaves

the area and calls for assistance. In the vicinity are four

4MIG-21s which divert from their mission to assist, As they

attempt to engage the slow moving evading helicopterso the

Scouts fire STINGER missiles which destroys all four high

performance aircraft. Meanwhile, the AH-IS attack heli-

copters finish off the remaining enemy tanks, and head

back to base. Enroute, the earlier wounded HIND lays in

ambush, as the lead AH-IS passes his position, the HIND en-

gages with gunfire. The AH-IS avades and returns fire with

the 20-mm gun. A following A.H-IS fires a TOW missile and

while unmolested, tracks it directly to the HINDO destroying

the last enemy threat.

This scenario may be optimistic, but the fact remains

th.tt proper planning, Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE)

and air-to-air weapons provided the capability to carryout

this anti-armor mission. Without this hardware the attack

team would possibly have been destroyed or at least required

to run for their lives. The ability to stay and fight on

"the battlefield is the basis for all successful operations,.

whether in the air or on the ground.

. ...... .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ Z¼c.~ ;.'Vt.....
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Consider the escort capability of the attack team

configured as previously described. The escort team would

.. be able to provide a large helicopter assault force with

area fires, anti-armor fires and air-to-air self-defense

fires. An air assault with large numbers of troop carrying

helicopters has an inherent vulnerability to anti-aircraft

and aerial attack, both can be negated with proper NOM U

techniques and air-to-air hardware.

The systems to be tested in September 1978 reflect

those systems which can be fielded immediately. The 20-mm

gun can provide the close-in air-to-air support, the

STINGER missile is ideal for longer ranges and high per-

formance aircraft, and the TOW imissile may be capable of •

multi-role employment. The 20-mm and the TOW missile are

being updated to the 30-mm and the HELLFIRE missile,

respectively. The STINGER has evolved from the REDEYE

missile and at present is the state of art. Whatever the

outcome of the tests, the requirements spelled out in the

Letter of Agreement will require a family of weapons. A

family, in the sense, where the shortcomings of one system

will be overcome by another. Such tests will not, however,

solve the problems we face with the long-term defense of

helicoptera from the aerial threat. These problems areas

are the subject of our final chapter.
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i:CHAPTER VII

SCONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

[ ~The substantial gains in helicopter design and air :

i• I.•,assault tactics by the Soviets have brought them to an -

!i equal, if not a greater capability than the U.S. An~ny...

i• This is very disturbing, particularly in view of the great :

•,...•,, •numbers of the HIND helicopters being produced and fielded,

•,deficiency in the Soviet forces by the apparent lack of

.•'• :doctrine and aircraft for close air support. A realistic

:Iappraisal reveals that thbe HIND sean be considered capable of

• ithis critical role in addition to the obvious air assault and

• i !

,ant h-armor role. Thasi Soviet helicopter is a magnificent

combat aircraft, and has the capability which requires three

idifferent U.S. aircraft to accoab plish the very same missions,
The Letter of Agreement for the air-to-air acknowledges the

bthreat of the Soviet HIND combat helicopter, but fails to

emphasize h theotal impact of this aircraft on U.S. heli-
copter doctrine and the U.S. Armyfs view of the Main Battle

Area (MBA). This lack of understanding and concern of this

Si thspotential threat by a few in the user community will con- d

•inue to breed the apathy seen for an effective air-to-airsin

hweapon Because of thiss a stronger need for the alr-to-adr t

t t t o H c t i e t i

epsehtaiptfh arrt n Sh7

*•" coptr dotrin andthe .S:.•.:'' ,x~'s" view'".'." f the Main-7•- ....attle V" .... .
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capability shoUld be considered and. stated as an•o ul•g;ix w w t i1.. of a realistic appraisal of the aerial threat.

Another area that should receive some attention is

the current development and testing. The testing data

should reinforce the use of all three candidato .systems,

rather than eliminating one or more of the weapons. There
A, -.are those who would argue that it is best to develop a new

.. '..'. ."system rather than use the weapons available. These ad-

vQ_.tkaW fail to realize the large amount of time needed to
-1:-I

accomplish this feat. A much better approach is the one

which has been suggested, that is, field a system immediately

from the hardware now available, and continue development on

be more cost-effective than starting a new system from in-

ception and will provide an immediate antedote to the Soviet

helicopter threat. By selecting this approach to the air-to-

air system, a greater opportunity exists for the development

of a family of air-to-air weapons which are capable of

neutralizing a wide variety of aerial threats. The limited

testing which has been accomplished on the three candidate

weapons systems has revealed that with minor modifications

all three systems can perform in the air-to-air role.

Obviously, each system has some shortcomings but when

tailored and augmented with one another in an attack team,,

their overlapping capabilities will provide effective aerial

,.'...,. ..• . . .. . ... -.,, .

. il. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-2 .-
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self-defense,. :Currently, no. ýsystemi-p•o.vides the total an-i- "j
'.p

wer to the entire spectrum of defense, overlapping the

• " ' existing systems is the only approach. The testing to be

* accomplished in September 1978 should first, isolate the

modifications.required to field the systems and second-,.

establish utilization priorities on individual weapons sys-

tems based on their effectiveness. This information passed

on to the force development experts, will allow the tailor-

ing of these systems into the attack team as a family of

weapons.

The last area of reconsideration is reflected in the
4•.

earlier discussion of the team concept. The Scout heli-

copter is a valuable member of the attack team, and it may

be too valuable to allow it to remain passive on the battle-

field. Recent inquiries and examinations into the need for

an Armed Scout Helicopter (ASH) have met with mixed reaction.

Again, the development of an ASH from inception is expensive

and time constuming. For future needs this development may

be necessary, however, for now and the mid-1980s, the OH-58

Scout helicopter can suffice with proper modifications and

* responsible tactical utilization, In the past the OH-58

has been used for administration flights and carrying VIPs.

Elimination of these two missions and the emphasis on the

Scout as a combat multiplier for the attack team is the

only realistic approach to the immediate problem. Air-to-

adr weapons must be considered for the OH-58 Scout helicopter,~
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and the STINGER missile is the best'candidate available.

.Future requirements for air-to-air hardware for

helicopters will place a heavy re~lance on dual capability

or multi-role employment of the weapon, Fielding of the

three candidate weapons as air-to-air capable systems will

lay the foundation to expand the development for replace-

ment systems, This development is,, of course,, in the 30-mm

chain gun and the HELLFIRE missile,, both of which will

provide multi-capabilities to the attack team. Now is the

time, at the mid-point of development, that modifications

can and must be made to insure an air-to-air capability for

both weapons systems.

The requirements for the future al~r-to-air weapons

will be reflective of the current requirements and limita-

tions discussed earlier. The gun system for flexible

close-in engagements, a missile with the "tLaunch and Leave"

capability for longer ranges. Both systems will provide

mutual air-to-air support within the attack system. The

HELLFIRE missile may be capable of engaging high performance

aircraft within accepted probabilities, to eliminate the

need for a single role missile for that mission. Ideally,

the single missile capable of anti-armor, anti-aircraft and

air-to-air would be most desirable. This missile when

added to the 30-mm chain gun, which is capable cf effective

area fires, high explosive anti-tank fires and air-to- air

fires, would provide a single Advanced Attack Helicopter
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with the necessary defensive tools to accomplish its

offensive mission on the battlefield. Such a missile would
.. , eliminate a total reliance on the air-to-air Scout for sur-

vival. The future air-to-air hardware must make maximum
Suse of dual or multi-purpose systems to overcome the .lmita- .

"" tions of aircraft loads and the degradation of helicopter

anti-armor capabilities.

SUMMARY

The capability of the helicopter to fight outnumbered
1 i" and win will ultimately be deteirmined by its ability to

"remain on the battlefield. The current view of the attack

helicopter from the armor school at Fort Knox, reveals a

commitment to the anti-armor role and the maneuver unit con-

cept. The flaw in this doctrine is the assumption that "NO!

sufficient Air Defense and Air Force assets will be avail- Ic

able to silence the various aerial threats. Because of

conflicting priorlties, sufficient assets will not be avail-

able and significant numbers of the attack helicopter force A

will not return in successive days if the threat is not -- "Aff
eliminated. In view of this prospect, maximum effort and

ingenuity must be given to the fielding of effective aerial

self-defense weapons. This new capability will require an

appraisal of the attack he-i±copter's roles and missions with

S i respect to the ever changing art of war.

" . ' •. ... .. • .. .. . . . ..... . ... •1''.•. ...... 1•

1 . .. ... :.,.
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